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“Based only on the topic, one 
might expect these poems to 
read as chilling, maudlin, or 
shocking; instead Doe 
humanizes its subjects and 
creates quiet meditations on 
danger, death, and dying.”

Patricia Murphy

“This is a delicate subject 
matter to start, 
missing/unidentified women, 
now think about many with 
stories to tell. I found the 
stories beautiful, strange, 
horrible, sad, loving, incredible. 
That these women have not 
been identified is a mystery to 
me. Baker has brought them 
to life, how I don't know, but 
surely they live or lived in her 
words.” 

BKLYN

Aimée Baker’s first collection of poetry, Doe, was selected by Allison Joseph as the 2016 Akron Prize 
winner at University of Akron Press and published in 2018.  Her fiction, poetry, and creative 
nonfiction have appeared in journals such as The Southern Review, Gulf Coast, The Massachusetts 
Review, and Guernica. In 2014, she received the Zoland Poetry Fellowship from the Vermont Studio 
Center. As a first generation college student, Aimée received her BA in Creative Writing and History 
from St. Lawrence University and her MFA from Arizona State University where she was Prose 
Editor for Hayden’s Ferry Review. Currently, she is a lecturer for SUNY Plattsburgh’s Professional 
Writing Certificate Program and serves as the Executive Editor for Saranac Review.

"My choice for the 2018 Eugene Paul Nassar Poetry Prize is Aimée Baker’s Doe, 
published by The University of Akron Press. A terrible beauty is born in this 
book-length elegy for female victims of kidnapping, rape, torture, and murder; the 
presumed dead, the disappeared, and the unidentified. These last, for whom the 
book is named, remind us of women’s universal vulnerability as the hunted gender. 
In language both violent and tender, the book exhumes the cases of women from 
across the continent and the century, bearing witness to their spirits, prayers, and 
passions. Doe is a suite of gorgeously orchestrated poems that remind us not to turn 
away from the news. Instead, it commands us to resist injustice with the compassion 
that only art can bring to life. I wholly admire this haunting, stunning, and necessary 
book, and I endorse it with no reservations." Naomi Guttman



Every year, over 300,000 
women go missing in the 
United States. There are 
currently over 2,600 Jane Does 
listed in the National Missing 
and Unidentified System 
(NamUs ) database waiting to 
be identified. Even during the 
height of the #metoo move-
ment, when sexual harass-
ment and violence against 
women was in the news every 
day, the stories of these 
women still went untold.

She is a full-length documen-
tary about writer Aimée Bak-
er's award-winning poetry 
collection Doe and her quest 
to give voice to the missing 
and unidentified women of 
the United States. Baker 
researched hundreds of police 
reports, missing persons fliers, 
and news articles to create this 
collection. Her poems bear 

Our goal is to shed light on the gravity & quantity of 
missing and unidentified women in the United States at 
any given time. 

SHE

witness to the women’s stories 
as an act of remembrance 
and activism. 

She explores the complexity 
of the ways women are lost to 
us: through violence, abuse, 
addiction, and even choice. 
The film focuses on some of 
the stories in Doe, giving 
background of the events and 
the women represented in 
the book, and brings 
much-needed attention to 
their cases.

Every day that passes, another 
woman goes missing, anoth-
er body is found. The few that 
make it to the top of our 
newsfeed capture the 
nation’s attention. This film 
brings the same attention to 
some of the stories that have 
been forgotten or never made 
it to the news. 

Director's Vision

When we first heard about 
Aimée and her book Doe, we 
were immediately invested. 
These beautiful poems tell the 
eye-opening story of a truth 
that can no longer be ignored. 
The compassion Aimée has for 
missing and unidentified 
women is infinite, and we 
wanted to help share these 
stories the way they are meant 
to be shared: with the women 
and only the women as the 
focal point. All too often, stories 
of violence toward women are 
not about the women them-
selves, but about their abuser. 
They focus on who he is and 
why he did what he did, leav-
ing the victim to be forgotten 
and victimized for a second 
time. We want to change that 
through She. We want She to 
be the voice of these women 
and we want our message to 
be loud and clear - no one 
deserves to be forgotten.



Aimée Baker began writing Doe while finishing her MFA in fiction at 
Arizona State University in 2008. In 2014 she was awarded a fellowship at 
the Vermont Studio Center to continue work on the collection and in 
2016 it was selected by poet Allison Joseph for the Akron Prize in Poetry 
at University of Akron Press. Published in 2018, it later went on to win the 
Eugene Paul Nassar Poetry Prize through Utica College. Aimée is a 
lecturer at the State University of New York, Plattsburgh where she is 
also the Executive Editor of Saranac Review. 

AIMÉE
  BAKER



“In no part of SHE 
are we going to 
mention the 
people who 
harmed these 
women. It’s going 
to be about the 
victims; this is 
going to be for 
them.”

Vanessa Cicarelli

Directors - Jason Greer and Vanessa Cicarelli are high school 
sweethearts that have  been together for over 25 years. Jason 
was born in Bozeman, MT and  Vanessa in Montreal, QC. They 
now live in Upstate New York where they  raise their children 
and run a family business. They started Greer  Cicarelli Pho-
tography in 2000. Their business has grown over the years  from 
family and wedding photography to commercial photography 
and video  production. Their work has been featured in numer-
ous magazines and  publications, both nationally and interna-
tionally. They have worked for  companies such as GoDaddy, 
Bombardier, PenAir, BMW, Family Dollar,  Canadian Pacific Rail 
Ways, The Adirondack Coast, and many more.

Jason  and Vanessa believe in telling authentic stories, be it 
through  photography or film.  She is their first full length direc-
torial  endeavor. What began as a passion project has grown 
into a life of its  own. She is set to become a full-length docu-
mentary delicately  interweaving the weight of the forgotten 
with feminine beauty and the  power of knowledge.

JASON GREER &
           VANESSA CICARELLI

Directors



“We align 
ourselves with 
the most 
significant 
stories told 
cinematically,  
and this film will 
rate high 
among the best 
of those"

Executive Producer

Heartland Films
Executive Producer - Sue Vicory is a three 
XMQI� 8IPP]� &[EVH� [MRRMRK� ǻPQQEOIV�� ERH�
GVIEXSV� SJ� XLI� RSX� JSV� TVSǻX� TVSHYGXMSR�
GSQTER]�-IEVXPERH�+MPQW����.RG��-IV�ǻVWX�ǻPQ�
entitled “Homelessness & the Power of One“ 
LEH� � MX�W� HIFYXIH� MR� ������ WLSVXP]� EJXIV�
0EXVMRE�LMX�3I[�4VPIERW��.X�[IRX�SR��XS�VEMWI�
��������� JSV� WLIPXIVW� [LMPI� [MRRMRK�
RYQIVSYW�E[EVHW�

�MRGI��XLIR���YI�LEW�TVSHYGIH�QSVI�XLER����
ǻPQW�SJ�LIV�S[R�ERH�LEW�FIIR�� MRZSPZIH� MR�
QER]� SXLIV� ǻPQ� TVSNIGXW�� MRGPYHMRK�
Associate Producer on  the reality show "Win 

5PEGI��LS[���ERH�GS�TVSHYGIV�SR�XLI�VIEPMX]�
WLS[�� � �2MVEGPI� 2SF��� ERH� *\IGYXMZI�
5VSHYGIV�SR�XLI�WIVMIW��&QIVMGER�-IV�XSV]��

Sue  has been a moderator as well as sat on 
a panel at the Sundance Film  Festival 
VITVIWIRXMRK� [SQIR� ǻPQQEOIVW�� �YI� LEW�
FIIR� E� NYHKI� JSV� FSXL� � XLI� 7IKMSREP� ERH�
3EXMSREP� *QQ]W�� �LI� MW� E� QIQFIV� SJ� XLI�
&PPMERGI� SJ� �;SQIR� )MVIGXSVW� FEWIH� MR� 1&��
Ƹ;SQIR� )SGYQIRXEV]� +MPQQEOIVWƹ� MW� E�
web  site Sue created for the visibility of 
[SQIR� HSGYQIRXEV]� ǻPQQEOIVW� JVSQ��
EVSYRH�XLI�[SVPH�

SUE VICORY

Co-Writer - Jaramy Conners realized he was going to be a writer in seventh 
KVEHI��[LIR� LMW� *RKPMWL� XIEGLIV� GLEPPIRKIH� LMQ� XS�[VMXI� E� WXSV]�� -MW� ǻVWX�
WXSV]�[EW�XIVVMFPI��FYX�JSVXYREXIP]��RS�SRI�XSPH�LMQ�XLEX��+VSQ�XLEX�QSQIRX�
SR�� LI� [EW� VEVIP]� WIIR� [MXLSYX� RSXIFSSO� ERH� TIR�� *EKIV� XS� MQTVSZI� LMW�
GVEJX��LI�WXYHMIH�GVIEXMZI�[VMXMRK�EX��X��1E[VIRGI�9RMZIVWMX]�ERH�IEVRIH�LMW�
2+&�JVSQ�(LEXLEQ�9RMZIVWMX]��+SV�XLI�TEWX�X[IPZI�]IEVW��LI�LEW�[SVOIH�EW�
E�[VMXIV�MR�XLI�XIGL�MRHYWXV]��HIZIPSTMRK�XLSYWERHW�SJ�XIGLRMGEP�KYMHIW��FPSK�
TSWXW��QIHME�WGVMTXW��ERH�ER]XLMRK�IPWI�XLEX�RIIHIH�[IPP�GVEJXIH�[SVHW��-I�
EPWS� GSRXMRYIH� XS� [VMXI� WXSVMIW�� -MW� WLSVX� WXSV]� Ƹ�XIZIƹ� [EW� E[EVHIH� XLI�
0EXLIVMRI�5EXIVWSR�5VM^I�F]�-YRKIV�2SYRXEMR��ERH�LI�MW�EGXMZIP]�[SVOMRK�SR�
E�ZEVMIX]�SJ�GVIEXMZI�TVSNIGXW�JSV�GLMPHVIR�ERH�EHYPXW�

JARAMY CONNERS
Co-Writer

Sue Vicory



KATE
MULGREW

0EXI�2YPKVI[�LEW�LEH�E�HMWXMRKYMWLIH�
GEVIIV� MR� XLIEXVI�� ǻPQ� ERH� XIPIZMWMSR��
She is equally adept at comedy and 
HVEQE�� EW� TVSZIR� F]� XLI� QER]� ERH�
ZEVMIH� GLEVEGXIVW� WLI� LEW� TPE]IH���
0EXI�W�ǻVWX�PSZI�MW�XLIEXIV��&�JI[�SJ�LIV�
notable theatrical roles include Emily 
MR� 4YV�8S[R��8VEG]� 1SVH� MR�8LI� 5LMPE-
HIPTLME��XSV]��-IHHE�,EFPIV��ERH�LIV�
award winning turn as Katharine Hep-
FYVR� MR� 8IE� EX� +MZI�� .R� ����� WLI� [EW�
LSRSVIH� [MXL� 4Ǻ�'VSEH[E]ƶW� 4FMI�
Award for her portrayal of Clytemn-
IWXVE� MR� .TLMKIRME� ����� � 2YPKVI[�
JYPǻPPIH� E� PMJI�PSRK� HVIEQ� [LIR� WLI�
played Cleopatra in a successful and 
[IPP� VIGIMZIH� TVSHYGXMSR� SJ� �LEOI-
WTIEVIƶW� GPEWWMG� TPE]� EX� -EVXJSVH�
�XEKI�

Some noteworthy television roles 
MRGPYHI�2EV]�7]ER�7]ERƶW�-STI���2VW��
(SPYQFS��ERH�)V��/SERRI��TVMRKWXIIR�
-IEVXFIEX����8LSWI�ZIVWIH�MR��XEV�8VIO�PSVI�ORS[�XLEX�0EXI�GVIEXIH�XLI�MGSRMG�VSPI�SJ�(ETXEMR�0EXLV]R�/ERI[E]�SR��XEV�
8VIO��:S]EKIV�ERH�MQFYIH�XLI�GLEVEGXIV�[MXL�LYQERMX]��KVEGI�ERH�KVMX�MR�LIV�S[R�MRMQMXEFPI�WX]PI���.R�JEGX��RSX�SRP]�HMH�
2YPKVI[�QEOI�LMWXSV]�EW�XLI�ǻVWX�JIQEPI�GETXEMR�SJ�E��XEV�8VIO�WIVMIW��FYX�WLI�ERH�XLI�GVI[�SJ��XEV�8VIO��:S]EKIV�
LIPTIH�PEYRGL�XLI�ǼIHKPMRK�953�XIPIZMWMSR�RIX[SVO��&QSRK�LIV�ǻPQW�EVI�XLI�GPEWWMG�GSQIH]�8LVS[�2SQQE�JVSQ�
XLI�8VEMR��7IQS�;MPPMEQW��8LI�&HZIRXYVI�'IKMRW��ERH�XLI�E[EVH�[MRRMRK�HSGYHVEQE�8LI�7IWTSRWI�

0EXI�MW�TIVLETW�FIWX�ORS[R�JSV�LIV�VSPI�EW�TPE]MRK�,EPMRE��7IH��7I^RMOSZ��MR�4VERKI�.W�8LI�3I[�'PEGO�SR�3IXǼM\�

Narrator

Kate will be an 
integral part of the 
film as our narrator. 
Kate is an American 
actress known for the 
roles of Captain 
Kathryn Janeway on 
Star Trek: Voyager 
and Galina "Red" 
Reznikov on Orange 
Is the New Black.



RAVEN
GOODWIN

Poetry Narrator

Raven is an American actress. She began 
acting at the age of 9, starring as Annie 
Marks in the film Lovely & Amazing (2001), 
for which her performance was received 
positively, earning her nominations from 
the Black Reel Awards and the Independ-
ent Spirit Awards. Following this, she 
starred as Cleo in The Station Agent (2003) 
and Young Jazmin in Phat Girlz (2006). She 
began working in television in 2007, 
starring as Tangie Cunningham on the 
comedy series Just Jordan (2007–2008).

In 2010, Goodwin began her career as an 
adult, and starred as Becca in the series 
Huge (2010). She soon came to recognition 
for her roles as Ivy Wentz on the sitcom 
Good Luck Charlie (2010–2014) and Niecy 
Patterson in the drama series Being Mary 
Jane (2013–2019), for which her perfor-
mances received praise. She has since 
appeared as Eliza on the comedy series 
SMILF (2017–2019), and starred as Lew in 
the action film Snatched (2017). 

Raven just wrapped YOU BROUGHT THE SUNSHINE-the true story of the Clark Sisters for Lifetime/AE in which 
she plays Denise Clark.  Christine Swanson directed with Queen Latifah, Mary J. Blige, and Loretha Jones produc-
ing. She can currently be seen in season 2 of Showtime’s Golden Globe nominated show SMILF, where she stars 
as Eliza, Frankie Shaw’s hilarious best friend. Before that she starred opposite Gabrielle Union as Niecy on BEING 
MARY JANE and was recently featured alongside Amy Schumer in the FOX comedy SNATCHED. At age 8, she 
booked her first movie, LOVELY AND AMAZING, which earned her multiple award nominations for her perfor-
mance including an Independent Spirit Award for Best Debut Performance. She also starred in THE STATION 
AGENT opposite Peter Dinklage and Bobby Cannavale which received a nomination for a Screen Actor’s Guild 
Award for Outstanding Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture as well as a nomination from the Phoenix Film 
Critics Society Awards.

Raven will be the voice 
of the the poetry in 
SHE. Raven is known 
for her roles on Glee, 
SMILF, Just Jordan, 
Being Mary Jane, and 
Disney’s Good Luck 
Charlie. 



Poetry Narrator “Here, the heart”

Coco was first noticed at the age of nine, after she 
sang the National Anthem for the St. Louis Rams. 
Coco has performed on Good Morning America as 
well as making high profile appearances at The 
U.S. Open, The Tournament of Roses Parade, and 
BET’s 106’s and Park. Her impressive social media 
following includes 2.3M fans on Facebook, 480K 
followers on Instagram, 470K followers on Twitter, 
and 14M+ collective views on YouTube.

Coco has worked in all areas of entertainment. 
She appeared on various shows on the Disney 
Channel including the lead role of Roxanne 
Andrews on the #1 2012 Television Movie “Let It 
Shine.” In 2015 she took her talents to the Broad-
way stage, where Coco played “Jane” onstage in 
the BRONX TALE musical directed by Robert 
DeNiro, Jerry Zaks, Chazz Palminteri, with music 
by Alan Menken. After spending half of 2015 on the 
East Coast performing in theater, Coco decided to 
return to her first love, making movies and music 
in California. In 2016 Coco starred as Kimberly in 
the feature film:” Grandma’s House.” Followed by 
her 2017 appearance as a 60’s jazz singer in the 
Netflix feature film “Flock of Four.” You can currently see Coco in the Facebook Watch Original series “Five Points” 
Executive Produced by Kerry Washington.

Coco’s amazing talent and work ethic led to her being featured on Essence.com in “35 Under 35: Young, Black, and 
Amazing.” Coco has worked in the studio with many renowned producers including: David Banner, Pop & Oak, 
Ronald "Jukebox" Jackson, and Kevin Randolph. Coco was featured as one of the lead "Fantanas" in the Coca!Cola 
nationwide Fanta campaign.

Coco has toured across the country and plans to further explore her success as an artist, however her recent 
placements as a song writer and vocal producer have shown a different side of the industry that she plans to 
incorporate into her career. She is down!to!earth, sensible and very comical. She strives to be a light for her 
generation, and an advocate to all girls of color that she can reach, with the attitude of Pam Grier, and a heart of 
Angela Davis. She aspires to use her platform for the benefit of the girls who look like her and understand her 
struggle. Coco is hard working, and consistent. She always has a lasting effect on those she encounters.

COCO
   JONES

Coco is co-reading "Here, the 
heart," one of the poems 
featured in SHE. This unique 
poem necessitates two readers, 
and we believe Coco is a perfect 
choice to be featured alongside 
Raven Goodwin. 



&W�E�QIQFIV�SJ�(28�W�3I\X�;SQIR�SJ�(SYRXV]���XITLERMI�6YE]PI�MW�SRI�
SJ� XLI� QSWX� EGXMZI� JIQEPI� EVXMWXW�� [MXL� E� GSRWMWXIRX� TVIWIRGI� SR� XLI�
'MPPFSEVH� (SYRXV]� &MVTPE]� GLEVX�� ERH� VEROW� MR� XLI� 8ST� ��� SJ� (YVVIRX�
+IQEPI�&MVTPE]�SZIV�XLI�PEWX�X[S�]IEVW�2IHMEFEWI���

8LI� 7IFIP� *RKMRI� *RXIVXEMRQIRX� WMRKIV�WSRK[VMXIV� MW� XYVRMRK� LIEHW� EW�
ER�MRHITIRHIRX�EVXMWX�[MXL�VITIEX�TIVJSVQERGIW�SR�XLI�,VERH�4PI�4TV]�
ERH� LMWXSVMG� 7]QER� &YHMXSVMYQ� WXEKIW�� &RH� MR� E� SRGI� MR� E� PMJIXMQI�
STTSVXYRMX]�� WLI� [EW� XLI� SRP]� MRHMI� EGX� MRZMXIH� XS� TIVJSVQ� JSV� XLI� ǻZI�
PMZMRK� JSVQIV� 9���� TVIWMHIRXW� 4FEQE��;�� 'YWL�� (PMRXSR�� -�;�� 'YWL� ERH�
(EVXIV��EW�TEVX�SJ�XLI�LYVVMGERI�VIPMIJ�GSRGIVX��)IIT�+VSQ�8LI�-IEVX��8LI�
4RI�&QIVMGE�&TTIEP��MR�8I\EW��

6YE]PI�W�PEXIWX�VEHMS�WMRKPI��Ƹ;LEXGLE�)VMROMR��'SYX�ƹ�GLEVKIH�SYX�SJ�XLI�KEXIW�EW�E�8ST����2SWX�&HHIH�WSRK�EX�GSYRXV]�
VEHMS�2IHMEFEWI���HIFYXIH�SR�XLI�'MPPFSEVH�(SYRXV]�&MVTPE]�GLEVX�MR�+IFVYEV]��ERH�XS�HEXI��LEW�KEVRIVIH�QSVI�XLER����
QMPPMSR�EYHMIRGI�MQTVIWWMSRW�2IHMEFEWI���

3EQIH�SRI�SJ�7SPPMRK��XSRI�(SYRXV]�W��8ST�&VXMWXW�=SY�3IIH�8S�0RS[���6YE]PI�MW�KEVRIVMRK�E�FY^^�JVSQ�LIV�LMKL�IRIVK]�
PMZI�TIVJSVQERGIW�EGVSWW�XLI�GSYRXV]�[LMPI�WLEVMRK�WXEKIW�[MXL�EVXMWXW�PMOI�;MPPMI�3IPWSR��'VIXX�*PHVIHKI��/SR�5EVHM��(EVP]�
5IEVGI�� 1S(&�-�� 'MPP]� (YVVMRKXSR� ERH� QSVI�� �XITLERMIƶW� QEKRIXMG� IRIVK]� ERH� FSSQMRK� TIVWSREPMX]� KVEFW� LSPH� SJ�
EYHMIRGIW�[LIVIZIV�WLI�KSIW��

�LI�LEW�FIIR�LMKLPMKLXIH�MR�5ISTPI��-YǽRKXSR�5SWX��,PEQSYV��-SPP][SSH�1MJI��.RWTMVIV�2EKE^MRI��8EWXI�4J�(SYRXV]�ERH�
�SYRHW�1MOI�3EWLZMPPI��XS�REQI�E�JI[���LI�[EW�REQIH�XLI�ǻVWX�JIQEPI�GSYRXV]�QYWMG�EQFEWWEHSV�JSV�'EWW�5VS��LSTW���
(EFIPE�W�� ERH� EPWS� WIVZIW� EW� QYWMG� EQFEWWEHSV� JSV� 2YVHSGLƶW� 7ERGL� �� -SQI� �YTTP]�� ER� SVMKMREP� WXSVI� JVSQ� LIV�
LSQIXS[R� SJ� 'S^IQER�� 28�� 6YE]PI�W� MQTVIWWMZI� TEVXRIVWLMT� GEQTEMKRW� MRGPYHI� REXMSREP� FVERHW� PMOI� ;VERKPIV��
0EQTKVSYRHW�4J�&QIVMGE�04&���;MRRIFEKS��5SPEVSMH��7YRRMRK�.VSR�;LMWOI]��ERH�QSVI�

-EMPMRK�JVSQ�2EVMR�(SYRX]��(EPMJSVRME��&PI\�0PMRI�QSZIH�XS�3EWLZMPPI�MR�
�����EJXIV�EXXIRHMRK�8LI�'IVOPII�(SPPIKI�SJ�2YWMG�MR�'SWXSR���LI�MW�E�
WSRK[VMXIV�� TVSHYGIV� ERH� QYPXM�MRWXVYQIRXEPMWX�� &PI\� LEW� LEH� WSRKW�
VIGSVHIH�F]�7SRRMI�)YRR��)EQR�)VYROƹ���8IRMPPI�&VXW�Ƹ�SQIFSH]�1MOI�
8LEXƹ�� 2MXGLIPP�8IRTIRR]�� 7IFE�� ,EV]�&PPIR�� 'MPP�&RHIVWSR��8IVVM� (PEVO��
8EVE�8LSQTWSR��2EWSR�7EQWI]��/SVHER�7EKIV��ERH�QER]�QSVI���LI�LEW�
TVSHYGIH� EPFYQW� JSV� 8IRMPPI� &VXW�� 8IVVM� (PEVO�� 8EVE� 8LSQTWSR�� *VMR�
*RHIVPMR��ERH�&YWXVEPMER�EVXMWX�&HEQ�'VERH��[LS�[EW�����ƶW�2EPI�&VXMWX�
4J�8LI�=IEV�ERH�[LSWI�VIGSVH�Ƹ,IX�4R�=SYV�+IIXƹ�[EW�GIVXMǻIH�����&PI\�
LEW�EPWS�TVSHYGIH�WMHIW�JSV�2EKKMI�7SWI��/SVHER�7EKIV��/SLR�0MRK�ERH�
Thompson Square

�

STEPHANIE
QUAYLE

ALEX KLINE

Singer, songwriter

Co-writer, producer

Stephanie & 
Alex are 
co-writing and 
performing an 
original song
for She.   



PLATINUM BUSINESS SPONSOR $5,000 +

������ƽ�Ƹ�TIGMEP�8LERO�=SYƹ�[MXL�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�PSKS�MR�XLI�GVIHMXW�SJ�XLI�ǻPQ
������ƽ�=SYV�PSKS�SR�SǽGMEP��-*�QSZMI�TSWXIV
������ƽ�7IGSKRM^IH�MR�WLS[MRK�TVSKVEQW�[MXL�JYPP�TEKI�EHZIVXMWQIRX���
������ƽ�1SKS�SR�EPP�QEMPMRKW��FVSGLYVIW��IZIRX�WMREKI�MR�P�SFF]�EX�WLS[MRKW
������ƽ�1SKS�[MXL�PMRO�XS�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�SR�XLI�SǽGMEP��-*�[IFWMXI
������ƽ�7IGSKRMXMSR�MR�WTIEGLIW�SV�TVIWIRXEMSRW�
������ƽ�.RGPYWMSR�MR�TVIWW�VIPIEWIW�EW�E�WTSRWSV�
������ƽ�2IRXMSR�MR�8:�ERH�7EHMS�WTSXW�
������ƽ�.RGPYWMSR�MR�TVI�WLS[�TVIWIRXEXMSR�EX�XLI�TVIQMIV
������ƽ����XMGOIXW�JSV�XLI��-*�5VIQMIV
������ƽ�.RZMXEXMSR�XS��-*�5VIQMIVI
      • Digital copy of SHE
      • Copy of movie poster
      • Signed Oringal limited addtion broadside poem
������ƽ��MKRIH�GST]�SJ�)SI��F]�&MQ³I�'EOIV

GOLD BUSINESS SPONSOR $2,500 - $4,999

������ƽ�Ƹ�TIGMEP�8LERO�=SYƹ�[MXL�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�REQI�MR�XLI�GVIHMXW�SJ�XLI�ǻPQ
������ƽ�7IGSKRM^IH�MR�WLS[MRK�TVSKVEQW�[MXL�LEPJ�TEKI�EHZIVXMWQIRX���
������ƽ�FYWMRIWW�REQI�SR�EPP�QEMPMRKW��FVSGLYVIW��IZIRX�WMREKI�MR�PSFF]�EX�WLS[MRKW
������ƽ�1SKS�[MXL�PMRO�XS�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�SR�XLI�SǽGMEP��-*�[IFWMXI
������ƽ�7IGSKRMXMSR�MR�WTIEGLIW�SV�TVIWIRXEMSRW�
������ƽ�.RGPYWMSR�MR�TVIWW�VIPIEWIW�EW�E�WTSRWSV�
������ƽ�.RGPYWMSR�MR�TVI�WLS[�TVIWIRXEXMSR�EX�XLI�TVIQMIV
������ƽ����XMGOIXW�JSV�XLI��-*�5VIQMIV
������ƽ�.RZMXEXMSR�XS��-*�5VIQMIVI
      • Digital copy of SHE
      • Copy of movie poster
      • Signed Oringal limited addtion broadside poem
������ƽ��MKRIH�GST]�SJ�)SI��F]�&MQ³I�'EOIV

SILVER BUSINESS SPONSOR $1,500 - $2,499

������ƽ�Ƹ8LERO�=SYƹ�[MXL�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�REQI�MR�XLI�GVIHMXW�SJ�XLI�ǻPQ
������ƽ�7IGSKRM^IH�MR�WLS[MRK�TVSKVEQW�[MXL�UYEVXIV�TEKI�EHZIVXMWQIRX���
������ƽ�'YWMRIWW�REQI�SR�EPP�QEMPMRKW��FVSGLYVIW��IZIRX�WMREKI�MR�PSFF]�EX�WLS[MRKW
������ƽ�1SKS�[MXL�PMRO�XS�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�SR�XLI�SǽGMEP��-*�[IFWMXI
������ƽ�.RGPYWMSR�MR�TVI�WLS[�TVIWIRXEXMSR�EX�XLI�TVIQMIV
������ƽ���XMGOIXW�JSV�XLI��-*�5VIQMIV
������ƽ�.RZMXEXMSR�XS��-*�5VIQMIVI
      • Digital copy of SHE
      • Copy of movie poster
      • Signed Oringal limited addtion broadside poem
������ƽ��MKRIH�GST]�SJ�)SI��F]�&MQ³I�'EOIV

BRONZE BUSINESS SPONSOR $1,000 - $1,499

������ƽ�Ƹ8LERO�=SYƹ�[MXL�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�REQI�MR�XLI�GVIHMXW�SJ�XLI�ǻPQ
������ƽ�7IGSKRM^IH�MR�WLS[MRK�TVSKVEQW���
������ƽ�1SKS�[MXL�PMRO�XS�]SYV�FYWMRIWW�SR�XLI�SǽGMEP��-*�[IFWMXI
������ƽ���XMGOIXW�JSV�XLI��-*�5VIQMIV
������ƽ�.RZMXEXMSR�XS��-*�5VIQMIVI
      • Digital copy of SHE
      • Copy of movie poster
      • Signed Oringal limited addtion broadside poem
������ƽ��MKRIH�GST]�SJ�)SI��F]�&MQ³I�'EOIVBU
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